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ABSTR'ACT

Freqtently lhe analysis of a nagnetic resonancc ewerimenl is cqnied od describing the gmand state in uhich
lhe resonance is obserled bg a spin-flamiltonian ezpression inírodvcing an efectioe spin in accordance uith lhe
ntumber of obsented tro,nsilions. Eoweaer, if a lowlying ercited stcte cotpling to the grcand state is present the
parameters as delermired will deaiate from their true phgsical aalae. The geoertl theory for inleraclions med,iated

by orbital momenttm and bg electron or naclear spitt is oatlined. A specific examination is pnseiled for tnnsition
ions of the ircn groap and of somc of their completes in silicon in a spin qaartet stste. The eoamples inclade the
interstitial titaaiam ion of ctbic sgmmelrE, and setewl iron-acceptor complexes in either trigonal or orthorhombic
sgmmetry. The analgsis accotntt in a satisfoctory manner for the larye deviations of the g íensor components

from their frce-electron oahre g - 2.0023. Also the tensor for the naclear Zeeman effect can deoiate sabstantially
from the scalar oalte for the fiz,e nucleus and it dppears to be possióle lo accotnt for apparcnt stmnglg anisotlpic
cotpling tensors. Both the presence of lou-lging ercited states and the Zeeman tensors applicablc to them are
prcd,ictable from lhe analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a powerful technique for the identification and iha^racterization of
centers in solids. For silicon about three hundred centers have been observed by their EPR spectra and their
spectroscopic para.rneters have been determined. These spectroocopic pa,rameters, such as Zeeman splitting factors
and hyperfine components and the symmetry of these tensors, serve ixl a unique fingerprint of the centers, with
few exceptions only. The parameters a,re obtained by analysis with an appropriate spin-Eamiltonian orpression
taking into account the electronic a,nd nuclear spins present and their mutual interactions and those with the
host crystal. The interpretation of the parameters in terms of physical properties of the centers usually is less

straightforward. Deviatiou of the electronic g values from the freeelectron value g - 2.0023 indicates presence of
(non-quenched) orbital momentum or values of electron spin'higher than .9 - Ll2. This is extremely valuable as

without these deviations all centers would have equal electronic g values, g = 2, rendering the g values useless for
identification. To large extent this situation applies to and forms a handicap for the study of centers in dia,srond.
In general the nuclear Zeeman splitting factor is equal to that of the free nucleus. This, again, is a very pooitive
feature as it allows the identification of the nucleus. However, as discussed in the present papet, situations may
arise where also the nuclear g factor deviates from its textbook value due to indirect interactions which also have
the form B .I. Eyperfine constants provide valuable information on the spatial srtension of unpaired spin density
and are often more easily interpretable using a linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) description.

InthispaperadiscussionisgivenofindirectinteractionsoftheformB.SorB.Iwhichaddtotheregula.r
Zeeman energies of electrons and nuclei, respectively, creating pseudoZeeman factors. In the next section of the
paper the general theoretical framework to assess these indirect contributions is outlined. The effects will be la,rge

if low-lying excited states exist, too high in energy to be within reach of the exciting microwave quantum and
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not thermally populated, b.ut close enough to have appreciable mixing to the ground state functions. Efects on
the electronic A tensor can be huge aud their existence is well coufirmed by analysis of experimental data. For
nuclei a much less prominent effect in an EPR experiment is expected. First of all, transitions with change of
nuclear quantum number will be present only if due to complexity of the spin system these so-called forbidden
transitions become allowed, but then, most probably, still with low intensity. Even when present, due to the
small nuclea.r energies the shifts in EPR line positions will be hardly noticeable. The purely nuclear energy terms,
such as Zeeman splitting and quadrupole interactions, will appear in the EPR spectrum as small second-order
effects. Their unambiguous identification requires caleful analysis of data. As a consequence the appea^rance of
nuclear pseudo-Zeeman factors has been reported only occasionally and their positive implementation for structure
analysis has hardly been used.

2. THEORETICAT ANATYSIS

2.L. Introduction

The regular direct Zeeman efect of an electron with spiu S in a magnetic field B involves the energr 9paB.S,
with 9 = 2 and pp the Bohr magneton. The equivalent energy for a nucleus is -tprvB.I, where for practically all
free nuclei the value of 7 is known accurately.r However. also indirect ways are effective in which the magnetic field
makes itself perceptible to the spins. The best known of these is via orbital momentum. In this mechanism the
magnetic field induces a change of the orbital rnomeutum expectation values which is felt by the spins through spin-
orbit interactiou.2 The theoretical treatment of this mechanism is outlined in section 2.2.In a second mechanism
the interaction between field B and electron spin S is mediated by a nuclear spin I. A similar mechanism couples
B and I with S as the intermediate quantity,3'a as detailed in section 2.3. These two mechanisms exhaust the
(tino step) possibilities existing within a set of interactioób consisting of the electron spin-orbit coupling ÀL .S,
nuclear spin-orbit coupling PL -I, hyperfine interaction .4S .I, and the interactions due to magnetic field including
the electron Zeeman energy gFaB . S, nuclea,r Zeeman energy -1',pxB . I and electron orbital enersr psB . L.
Interactions of the mentioned set will change the energy in a paramagnetic ground state (gs), as well as in excited
states (es). Of pa.rticular importance in the present context is that also non-zero matrix elements may exist
between grouud and excited states. Using second-order perturbation theory expressions the energy in the gound
state will be changed by an amount of order (gsl ?íles)'/(8."- E,"). Croas terms in the numerator produce
pseudo effects. Ifexcited states low in energy are existent these may appreciably a,ffect the regular values.

2.2. Merliation via orbital rnourentutn

A pseudo electronic Zeeman interaction of the form B - Sis produced by the combined
in magnetic field psB . L and the spin-orbit interaction ÀL . S. The perturbation of the
of order A,E = QteB + \2 /@* - Eg") and corresponds to a chauge of g factor equal to

Ag = 2\/(Ea" -.8s").
A relative change ofelectrouic A value is thus

As/c=2\/s(E*_8." )

An equivaleut treatment of the effect on the nucleus, using the interactions yBB .L
AE = (psB + P)2 /(8., - E*) The change in nuclear Zeeman factor 7 is

action of orbital energy
ground state elrergy is
As = AE lpsB:

(1)

(2)

and PL- I, results in

ïvith the relative effect

67 =2pnPlpw(E'"' - Es"),

Lt /l = 2paP/lpr,r(8", - ^Egr).

(3)

(4)
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The effects on electron and nucleus are compared by

Inserting known or typical numbers, it may be concluded that effects tend to be small, with those on the nuclear
pa.rameter even smaller than that on the electron.

2.3. Mediation via spin

In an entirely similar manner an electronic pseudeZeeman factor is created via the nuclear spin I. The
interactions 'rFwB -I and ÁS'f together provide an indirect way of coupling the electron spin to the maggetic
field. The energf by which the ground state is perturbed Opr A + A)2 /(E*- Eà leads to change of g factor by

Lslg = (ttrr,rÀ/gpnP) &/t.

Ag = Ztpx A/ pB(E'* - E*),

Lg / g = 27pN Al gpn(En- E*).

(5)

(6)

(7)

(e)

( 10)

or on a relative scale by

and

For the nucleus the required interactions to produce the pseudoZeem:rn effect are gFnB- S and r4S.I. These
will give the change of ground state energy by AE = (gpBB+ Ar2/@*-Eo),with the effect on the Zeemau
factor given by

A7 = zgpBA/ prr(Eo - E*),

Lth =2gpB.l/^íltru(8 " - Es').

The electronic and nuclear shifts are related by

Lg / g = (tprv / s ttn)' tt /t.

(8)

A summa^ry of results is given in table 1. With 7 1 t, as for many nuclei, and g = 2, an estimate on the
basis of equation (10) becomes Ác/c N L0-Eà7/7. Contra,ry to the result as expressed by equation (5) the
S, I-mediated process can induce a sizeable effect on the nucleus, accompanied by an entirely negligible effect on
the electrouic factor. As mentioned before, the change of the nuclear parameter will be difficult to observe in an
EPR experiment where it constitutes only second-order contributions. The appropriate way to measute possibly
spectacular changes of 7 is through nuclear magnetic resonarce (NMR) or electron-nuclear double resonance
(ENDOR).

2.4. Excited states

As indicated by the results of the previous sections, appreciable pseudo contributions to the Zeemanfactors
can be expected when lowJying excited states exist, provided these have non-zero matrixelements coupling them
to the ground state. Several cases where this situation is practically realized can be mentioned.

Electron Nucleus

L rnediated

S, I mediated

Lglg =2À/g(f", - Eg,)

Ag lg = 21pN Algpa(E* - Es,)

At lt = 2pB P lt px(E", - Esr)

Lt/l =2gpBAltpx(8"" - E,)

Tablel: SummaryofthepseudeZeemaneffectsonelectronsandnucleicreatedbymediationoforbitdmomentum
L or by electron spin S and nuclear spin I.
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In a first example the orbital momentum L and spin S of a many-electron system couple to a total momentum
J by spin-orbit interactíon ÀL-S, with l, - Sl S J S lI +.91. Such situations where orbitd and spin momenta
of several electrons couple to form the maximum value of L and S do exist for transition metals. The excitation
energies are given by

.8 
" - ^ss" = (Llz)^lJ(J + 1) - L(L + 1) - s(s + 1)1.

The lower values ofexcitation energy will be found for the lighter nuclei, in this case represented by 3d transition
metals. Even here, though, the spil-orbit coupling constant I for the free ion will be quite large, of order
106 MEz (100 cm-l). Embedded in a solid the effective values of À were found to be much reduced. Mechanisms
causing the reduction a.re reported to be dynamical Jahn-Teller eflect and covalent electron delocalisation. A
convincing experimental confirmation of substantial reductions in the effective spin-orbit interaction is given by
the observation of spin resonance at low temperatures in the excited states of Mno, Mn+ and Cro in silicon.s

The several states in a high-spin multiplet can dso be split by a crystal field, for iustance a cubic crystal field
represented by an operator c(^$ +.9!,4 + Sj). In general these splittings tend to be large, but again situations
a,re not uncoulmoD where the effective crystal field strength operating on the pa"ramagnetic electrons is strongly
reduced. The characteristic examples here are rare'earth ions, in which the internal 4f electrons are shielded
from the crystal field by outer electrons in 5s and 5p shells. Low-lying excited states have been reported to give
spectacular nuclear pseudo-Zeeman contributions for holmium in calciumfluoride6 or for neodymium in LaCl3
(R€f. 7). Zerofield splittings are also produced by spin-orbit interaction as a smdl second-order effect. In the
spin Eamiltonian theee interactions between spins a,re accounted for by terms like S .D . S, required for centers
of lower than cubic symmetry and electron spin S ) l. lVell-known examples illustrating this case are trigonal
or orthorhombic iron-acceptor complexes; values of D in the range of 105 MHz a,re often found.

3. SPIN-QUAHTET STATES

3.1. Cubic sJrrrrmetry

An illustrative example of well-established pseudo-Zeeman
factorc is provided by titanium as an impurity in silicon.E This
impurity from the 3d series of transition elements occupies an in-
terrstitial site with Ta(43m) symmetry. In the observed positive
charge state the electronic configuration is [Ar]3d3. Obeying the
Ludwig-\Moodbury model all outer electrons are in 3d orbitals.
In its ground state all spins are parallel, following Hund's rule.
resulting in an electron spin S = 3/2 and orbital momentum
L = 0, i.e., an orbital singlet nAz ground state. Figure 1 illus-
trates the splitting of the atomic + p state, also giving excited
states of 4Tz and nT, character.

*6Dq

-2Dq

-L2Dq

( 11)

Ion in spherical
sy'mmetry

Ion in tetrahedral
symmetry

For self-ENDOR experiments both titanium isotopes with Figure t: Encrgr level scSeme for positivc iatcrctitial
nuclea,rmoment,{TTiwith I=5/2andagTiwithI=7/2,ws1s titàniuoinsilicon,coafiguration3d3intetrahcdralsyn-
applied.e Some of the spin-Hamiltonian constaots obtained by mctrv'

analysis of the ENDOR data are given in table 2. The deviation of the electron g factor from its freelectron
value g - 2.00232 a,mounts to A9 = -0.00426. The values of the nuclear factors, taken from Ref. 1, are

7 = -0.314E8 for 47Ti and 7 = -0.31496 for asTi. These are the values as measured by NMR for nuclei with
diamagnetic screening by the ls, 2s and 3s electrons. Since such screening will also be present for the impurity
in silicon, these uncorrected values will be used for comparison with the Si:Ti data as given in table 2. The
shifts 47 are then found to be A7 = -0.00026 for both nuclei. It is concluded from the experiment that the
electronic shift is larger than the nuclear one: Ag = l6&t. This is as expected for the Lmediated process. On
a more quautitative basis equation (5) can be applied. Constant P is giveu by P = (po/4n)Ctttaprv (r-3)"0
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47Ti+ 4eTi+

Electron Zeeman factor
Nuclear Zreman factor

1.99806 r 0.00004 1.99806 * 0.00004

-0.31514 * 0.00001 -0.31522 * 0.00001

Table 2: Some spin-Eamiltonian parameters for interstitial 47Ti+ *4 lsll+ in silicon.e'ro

and, using (r-t)ro - 1.65f x 1031 m-3 from RÊf. 11, is calculated to be P - -0.00245 cm-r. The spin-orbit
coupling parameter À = 30 cm-r is taken from R€f. 12. The theoreticd estimate then is A,g x 7A7. Rcversing
the a,rgument, the excitation energy Eo - Es can be calculated from the shifts of the Zeeman factors. Flom
equation (l), En - Es" = 2\/ Ag, the qrcitation energy is determined as E"o - Eo nz 1.8 eV. This vdue is la,rger

than 10Dq p 5500 cm-l as used in ea,rlier analysis.e The crystal field model gives agreement in the sign of the
shifts and can provide a reasonable estimate for the magnitudes, but its limitations in providing an accurate
quantitative description are appa^rent.

3.2. lhigonal symmetrlr

In a lower-symmetry 
"ouiroorrrerrt 

the degeneracy of the levels of the electron spin quartet will be partially
lifted. Àn illustrative energJr level diagram for a spiu system with electron spin ,S = 3/2 and nuclea,r spín I = l/2
is given in figure 2. The crystal field, in this case considered to be trigonal, splits the electron quartet into two

rn5 m1

+3/2 +r/2

+s/2 -L/2

-3/2 +Llz

-3/2 -r/2

+t/2 +Llz
+L/2 -Ll2

-L/2 +Ll2
-r /2 -L 12

Vl =S.D.S+ gpBB. S-7pry8'f
D D cpBB

Figure 2: Energy level diagram for a spin system with electron spin S=3/2 and nuclea^r spin t=1/2 in axial
crystal field. Energy splittings due to hyperfine interaction are omitted for simplicity. EPR and NMR transitions
between levels are indicated by arrows. Total degeneracy of levels, electronic plus twofold nuclea^t, is indicated
by numbers in parentheses.
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Kramers doublets, at the energies *D and -D, respectively. Zeeman interactions on both the electrons and the
nucleus further remove all degeneracy. The total degeneracies of the levels, electronic plus nuclear, are given by
the numbers in parentheses near the levels. EPR and NMR (ENDOR) transitions are indicated by the arrows
connecting levels. Since considerable mixiug between states ta.kes place, the quantum uumbers to the right are
for labeling purpoc€s only. The quantitative description and analysis of the spectroscopic features uses the spin
Eamiltonian, for the present case given by

Tt - +S . D - S+ FnB . g - S - tpr,rB . I+ S . A -I, ( 12)

with all tensort, zerofield splitting tensor D, electron Zeeman energy g aud hyperfine interaction A, having axial
symmetry. It is assumed for the present application that D 2 g.npBB. Therefore, the splitting between the
upper set of four levels and the lower set is too large to be connected in the EPR experiment. AIso, at the low
temperatures of the experiment there is negligible therrral population of the upper states. The system is therefore
only monitored by the transitions in the lower set of levels. This resonance will be described by an efective spin
S = ll2 and correspondiogly adjusted para,meters. Straightforward analysis relates the pseudo parameters in the
S = I/2 formalism to the real ones in equation (12) with S = 3/2 as indicated in table 3. The la,rge modifications
of the effective g value for electrons is not a result of the mixing as outlined in section 2 of this paper. It is
another manifestation of the disturbance of the spin alignment of the three electrons by an axial field. Ou the
other haud, the changes of the nuclea,r Zeeman factor are the result of the S, I-mediated indirect coupling as

described in section 2.3 and have the form as derived there. It is seen that the scala,r coupling constant Z of the
nuclear Zeeman effect is to be replaced by a teusor quantity. Its parallel value 7;1 is still equal to the regular value
for the nucleus, allowing identification of the nucleus by inspection of nuclear tables. The perpendicular value 1
is, however, modified carrying information on the ground t9 excited state splitting. For small zero-field splittings
the pseudo contributioas may dominate over the real nuclea^r Zeeman factor. The trigonal FeB complex may serve
as an illustrative erampb.s'r3 With 9t = 2.0452, AL = (*)2l.3 MEz and D = 81 GEz the correction to the
nuclear Zeeman factor will be (+)0.7a. It will change the re_gular value 7 = 0.18 to 1t, = *0.92 and -0.56 for the
doublets. With 71 remaining equal to 0.18, the pseudo tenór for the nucleus has become strongly anisotropic.

Doublet +D Doublet D
Electron Zeeman factor

Nuclear Zeman factor

Hyperfine constant

g'n = 39il g'll = gll

9'r - 0 Itr = 2gL

7'n-7 7'n-7
7L - 7 -3tta9tAt/4pnn 7'r- 7 *3pn9tAt/apxD
Aïl . 3Á1 Altt = Á1

A',, - 0 A,, - 2At

Table 3: Pseudeconstants for an effective electron spin S = I/2 Hanrltonian for the two (electron spin) doublets
of a true S =3/2 spin system in a trigonal crystal field.
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Center

9x

Princip al g values

9s 0,

Scaled princip al g values

9x 9v It
Dou- E/D Refe-
blet rence

Scale

factor
FeB

trigonal

FeAl
trigonal

FeAl
rhombic

FeGa
rhombic

FeIn
trigonal

FeIn
rhombic

-w 0.00 ' 13

+W
+w 0.18 t4

-W
+w 4.25 L4

-rv 15

+w 0.105 15

-w 15

+w 0.175 16
_W

-w 0.05 5

+W

4.0904 4.0904 2.A676
(0.00) (0.00) (6.14)

1.138 I .138 6.389
(4.2e) (4.2e) (2.00)

1.612 t.236 5.885
2.5t 5.36 r.73

0.69 0.59 6.19
3.37 4.65 2.02

1.08 1.09 ., 6.39
(4.28) (4.28) (2.00)

3.78 4.4A 2.07
(0.31) (0.30) (6.14)

1.0239 3.9951
(o.oo0)

I .0981 1.036
(2.878)

1.0376 1.554
t.0277 2.442

1.4427 0.662
1.0146 3.32r

1.0934 0.ggg
(4.e 1e)

1.0265 3.628
(0.306)

3.9951 2.0194
(0 ooo) (6.000)

I .036 5.818
g.e4a) (1.8le)

1.191 5.672
5.2L-a 1.683

0.566 5.936
4.583 1..991

0.988 5.835
(2.e0e) ( 1.828)

4.286 2.017
(0.2e1) (5.e85)

Table 4: Measured aud predicted electronic a values in the spin S = l/2 formelism for the two doublets *W and

-W of a true spin S =3/2 system. Values predicted on the basis of the theory are shown in parentheses.

3.3. Orthorhombic symmetry

Magnetic resonance meÍxurements have been carried
-out for iron-acceptor complexes for all acceptors: boron,..
aluminum, gallium and indium. In some of these com-
plexes iron occupies the closest interstitial site to the ac-
ceptor creating a center of trigonal symmetry. For other
complexes the distance is larger and the symmetry is
found to be orthorhombic. In table 4 the princip al g val-
ues of six such complexes are given, all of them showing
large deviations from g N 2. Extending the treatment
of the previous section, an orthorhombic crystal field of
form E(S? - Síl is introduced in addition to the ax-
ial field D(S? - 5/4). Again the four levels in the spin
S - 3/2 system will be split by the crystal field into two
doublets, at the energies *,W with W = frm,
The action on these states of electron and nuclear Zee-
man interactions and of hyperfine interaction are treated
irs a perturbation. The results will be accurate as long
as these latter energies are small compared to the dou-
blet splitting. Both doublets are treated as an effective
S - | /2 system with their internal splittings described
by pseudeparameters. The results obtained are listed
in table 5,, It is concluded that all parameters are a
function of E I D. Figure 3 gives the plot of pseudo g
values in the range 0 S EID SllS corresponding to a

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3
E/D

Figure 3: Theoretical principal g values gz, gy and g" of the
electronic pseudqlsern^err tensor in the spin S = 1/2 formalism
for the doublets *1ï/ and -W of a trrre spin S = 3/2 system.
g Values are given as a function of the rati o E / D of orthorhombic
to axial crystal field in the range 0 S E/D S t/3, correponding
to a crystal field with main axial component along the z axis.

g,(*W)

9,?W)

g,(*W)

gs(+w)

9,?W)
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crystal field with the a:cial component mainly along the z axis. For other directions of the crystal field suitable
transformations should be made. In drawiug figure 3 it was assumed that g" = gs = gz = 2. With this assumption

of isotropic g - 2 the pseudo g values should obey the

Ieft hand side of this equation is therefore calculated
* g'r' /3 -
data and

g = 2. The quantit-'* of the

the results are included in

Doublet +W Doublet -W'
Electron Zeeman factor

Nuclear Zeman factor

Hyperfine constant

e"[L - (D - 3E) I (D' + lUi!)'t']
er,[1 - (D + 3E) l(D2 + 382)r/2J

e,Ír+2D/(Dt +382)L/21

(D + E)' \s,pnA,
ry-' D2 + 382 4tpxW

(D - E)' \sy ps Ayt-DffiFW
gz SgrpaA,^(---' D2 +382 jFxW

A,lr - @ - 3E)/ (Dt + 382)Lt2l
Ar[L - (D + 3E) / (D' + 382)L/2]
A,ÍL + 2D l(D' + 382)r/21

e,ll+ (D - 3E) / (D' + ïEz)'t'l
ssu + @ + 3E)/ (D' + 382)L/21

s,lr-zD/(D'+382)L/21
_ , @+E)t\g"pnA,a .-+-

' t 
D2 + 382 4lpNW

^. , (D - E)t SgipnA,ITDm;zW
. E2 3g, pnA,

^r1t . D2 + gfiz TqNW
A,lr + (D - 3E) / (D' + 382)L/21

ArlL + (D + 3E) / (D' + 382)L/2J
A,ïr - 2D l(D' + 382)r/21

gL

si
gL

allIt

rylty

7L

AL
A;
A"

g'"

si
gL

7L

ntlty

7i

AL
Aï
A',

Table 5: Pseudeconsta,nts for an effective electron spin S - L/2 EarÍttltouian for the two (electron spin) doublets
of a true S = 3/2 spin system in an orthorhombic crystal field.

E/D E/D

Figure 4: Principal g values 9,,9y and g, in the two electron spin doublets of a true spin S = 3/2 system. a)
doublet at the energy +W,b) doublet at -W. Solid curves were calculated with expressions as given in table 5;
experimentally measured data for trigonal (') *d orthorhombic (") iron-acceptor complexes are represented by o,
predicted values by o.
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table 4, A somewhat larger value g/

Actually the results on average are close to 2.0700, the A'l
g value of the neutral iron atom in silicon. To allow 7
for a better comparison with calculated g values on
the basis g - 2, the experimental data are divided by
the scaling factor g'12 and are as well included in ta- .b
ble 4. The comparison between experimental values
and those from analysis is illustrated by figure 4. It
may be concluded that convincing agïeement is oL
tained. The orthorhombic FeAl and FeGa pairs are
observed in both doublets. For the other centers the 0
g tensor for observation in one doublet only is thus-
far available. On the basis of the presented analysis
the g values valid for the other doublet can be pre-
dicted. These data are Írs well included in figure 4, on
the basis of g - 2, and in table 4 both before and after _ F

rescaling. The parÍuneter E / D for all complexes is ob
tained. Among the trigonal centers only FeB behaves
normally with E /D = 0. Remarkably, the other two
trigonal centers FeAl and FeIn can very well be fitted
with the theory, but with non-zero values for E / D. -1
Stroug deviations of the pseudeZeeman factor from 0.0 0.f 0.2 0.3

2' suÀ as gl - 4, are a clear indication of the true FigureS: Rcr.tirrc.r.o*ror.l"E-tl-o,,a."nzecm.nteasor,inS-3/2 óaracterof thespinsystem. lnthiscasethe ;ï;,;;;;7;prrrtl (i!",y,.f,inrhespin S=tl2forrnalim
better analysis is obtained using this larger spia value. for thc doublcts *W a,nd -W of a tnre spin S = 3/2 systen as a

Adnantages of the high-spin analysis a,re 1) a better fit fiuction of thc ratio E/D of ortborhmbic to axial crlntd fiGld..

of experimental data is obtained in the analysis, as the low-spin analysis is only conect to second order, 2) phys'
ically correct values for the spin-[amiltonian parameters are obtained, in particular g x 2, allowing remaining
small deviations to b9 interpreted as orbital-momentum induced, 3) information is obtained about the crystal
fields to which the center is exposed by the determination of E f'D, 4) the spin value S = 3/2 is confirmed to
be the physically significaut one, bearing evidence of a 3d3 or 3d7 electronic configuration of the center which is
related to its charge state. Results as preseuted iu the tables 3 and 5 demonstrate that the pseudepa,ra,rreters
for the hyperfine interaction have the same mathematical relation to their true rralues as those applicable to the
g tensor. When analyzed in the S = 1/2 formalism the hyperfine constants must be connerted to their true
values before any further physicd analysis, such as an LCAO interpretation, is made. Pseudo contributions to
the nuclear Zeeman factor are of the form as discus€ed in section 2.3 on the S, I-mediated interactions. They
depend on the ratio of the mixture of axial and orthorhombic components in the crystal field. Results are given
in graphical form in figure 5. No experimental verification of these results is available at present.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCTUSIONS

Indirect coupling of the electron spin S and the nuclear spin I to the magnetic field B can make significant
contributions to the spectroscopic splitting factors, known as pseudoZeeman effect. The general equations, as
shown in table 1, indicate that the Lmediated process is most important for electronic A teusorc, whereas the
S, I spin-mediated indirect interactions can effectively influence nuclear parameters with negligible effect on the
electronic ones. PseudeZeeman.contributious lead to possibly strongly anisotropic nuclear Zeeman interaction
tensors. e.g. with 1íl ='1, alloring chemical identification of the nucleus, and 7ta f l, revealing the existence of
low-lying excited stàtes and allowing their study.

7,(-W)

7v?W)

t,(*w)

ty(*w)

t,(*W)
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